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The primate visual system uses form.cues—such as hue, contrast polarity, luminance, and texture-
to segment complex retinal images into the constituent objects of the visual scene. We investigated
whether segmentation of dynamic images on the basis of hue, luminance contrast polarity, or
luminance contrast amplitude aids discrimination of motion direction. Human subjects viewed
dynamic displays of randomly positioned dots, in which a variable proportion of the dots moved in
the same direction at the same speed (“signal” dots) while the remaining dots were randomly
displaced (“noise” dots). In agreement with previous reports, we observed a reliable relationship
between the strength of the motion signal and subjects’ ability to discriminate motion direction,
enabling the measurement of thresholds for direction discrimination. When signal dots had a
different luminance contrast amplitude than noise dots, direction discrimination performance was
directly related to the relative contrast of the signal dots, demonstrating the importance of
matching the perceived contrast amplitude of signal and noise tokens when testing the effects of
segmentation by other cues. When Michelson Inminance contrast was matched, distinguishing
signal from noise dots by hue or by luminance contrast polarity strongly improved direction
discrimination, lowering thresholds by an average factor of five. These results reveal a strong
influence of form cues on motion processing in the human visual system, and suggest that
segmentation on the basis of form cues occurs prior to motion processing. @ 1997 Elsevier Science
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Consider the problem of visually tracking a scattered
group of people moving in a common directionthrougha
large crowd viewed from above. It is easy to imaginethat
the problem would be simplifiedif the target individuals
wore a common article of clothing—redhats, perhaps—
that distinguished them from the dynamic background.
Described in the parlance of perceptual psychology,
chromatic contrast forms the basis of pre-attentive
“popout” under these circumstances (Treisman &
Gelade, 1980; Bergen & Julesz, 1983). Motion proces-
sing appears to benefit from the unique visibility of the
moving objects and the exclusion of irrelevant dynamic
content. This simple example demonstratesa ubiquitous
interaction between form cues (cues related to surface
properties), hue in this case, and motion processing.

One of the key perceptual events in the above
illustration is the grouping of objects that are similar in
color to each other, yet different from other objects in the
scene. This is an example of image segmentation: the
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process of determining what pieces of a complex scene
belong together. In general, we might expect that
grouping and segmentation of relevant moving objects
on the basis of cues that are unrelated to motion per se
(e.g., color, texture), but that serve to distinguish the
objects from others, would facilitate the visual system’s
processing of their motion. The finding of such a
generalized influenceof form cues on motion processing
would offer importantclues to the neuronal mechanisms
underlying form and motion processing. For example,
such a finding would provide a significant counter-
example to assertions that there are only few and weak
interactionsbetween cortical streams thought to underlie
form and motion processing (for reviews related to this
viewpoint, see Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Merigan &
Maunsell, 1993; Stoner & Albriglit, 1993). In addition,
such a finding would suggest specificneuronal mechan-
isms by which form cues could influence motion
processing. For example, if many cues were found to
influence motion perception in the same manner, this
would suggest that a generalized form-based segmenta-
tion mechanism gates the information about relevant
image features reaching cortical motion detectors—a
possibilitywe address in the Discussion.

To study how segmentationinfluencesmotion proces-
sing, we introducedsimplebut critical modificationsto a
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FIGURE1. Schematicdiagramof the motionstimuliused in this study.
Each stimulus consisted of a sequence of frames of randomly
positioned dots appearing on a CRT screen. Dots in each of the six
circular apertures of the figure represent dots in six different stimuli.
Arrows show the location of each dot in the next step of the motion
sequence, and so represent velocity (direction and speed). (A) In the
conventional configuration, which we used as our “homo-cue”
condition, all of the dots have the same hue and luminance (shown
as gray). The proportion of dots moving in the same direction at the
same speed, expressed as ‘?70 correlation,”describes the strengthof the
motion signal in the display. On the left, at OYOcorrelation, all of the
dots are replotted at random positions, generating a purely stochastic
motion display. In the middle, half of the dots (those with triangular
arrowheads)are replottedat a fixedoffset, renderinga motionsignalof
50% correlation. On the right, all of the dots are replotted with the
same offset, giving a motion signal of 1OO$%correlation. (B) For the
“hetero-cue” conditionsof this study, the dots movingrandomlyare a
different hue or luminance (shown as gray) from those moving in a

correlated fashion (shown as black).

visual stimulus and psychophysicalparadigm that have
been used widely in recent studies of motion processing
(Newsome & Par6, 1988; Downing & Movshon, 1989;
Newsome et al., 1989; Britten et al., 1992, 1993). In its
original guise, the stimulus [Fig. l(A)] consisted of a
dynamic array of dots, some variable fraction of which
was displacedcoherently in the same direction,while the
remaining dots were randomly repositioned.The coher-
ently moving dots thus constituted a motion signal of
variable strength that was viewed in the presence of
dynamic visual noise. Signal dots were distinguishable
from noise dots solely on the basis of these dynamic
properties and subjects were required to either detect or
discriminatedirection of signal motion. Results obtained
previouslyusing stimuli like those illustratedin Fig. l(A)
revealed a consistentpsychometric relationshipbetween
signal strength and performance, with thresholds for
human and non-human primate observers ranging from
about 2–305%0correlation depending on the speed of
coherent motion and on the duration, area, and visual
field position of the stimulus (Downing & Movshon,
1989;Britten et al., 1992).

Our modified version of this stimulus [Fig. l(B)]
departs from the originalonly in the use of differencesin
one of several form cues to distinguishsignal dots from
noise dots. We predicted that segmentationof the signal

and noise dots on the basis of these cues would lead to a
reduction in the signal strength required for threshold
direction discrimination by human subjects. If this
hypothesiswere correct, any cue that allowed grouping
and segmentation of the dots would facilitate direction
discrimination.While many cues might induce such an
effect, the most likely candidates are those that cause an
item to popoutwhen viewed in the presenceof distracting
items (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Bergen & Julesz,
1983).Here we test our hypothesiswhen signal and noise
dots are distinguishedby hue (red vs green: Experiment
1), luminancecontrastpolarity (whether dots are defined
by an incrementor decrementof luminancerelative to the
background: Experiment 2), or luminance contrast
amplitude (Experiment 3). We show that, in support of
our hypothesis,discriminationimproveswhen signal and
noise dots are distinguished either by hue or by
luminance contrast polarity. When signal and noise dots
have different luminance contrast amplitudes with
respect to the background, ability to discriminate signal
direction is directly related to the relative contrast of the
signal dots, demonstrating the importance of matching
the perceived contrast amplitudeof signal and noise dots
(or other stimulus tokens) when testing the effect of
segmentationby any other cue.

Some of these results were previouslypresented at the
annualmeeting of the Associationfor Research in Vision
and Ophthalmology(Croner & Albright,

GENERALMETHODS

Subjects

Six subjects (three women, three men),

1994).

ranging in age
from 18 to 45 years, participated in the exper~m~nts.All
subjects had normal color vision as assessed by the
Farnsworth–Munsell 100 hue test, and normal or
corrected-to-normalacuity. One subject was one of the
authors (LC); the other subjects were naive about the
hypothesesbeing tested.

Visual stimuli

Apparatus. Visual stimuli were generated using a
digital graphics display controller(Pepper SGT, Number
Nine Computer Corporation: 640 x 480 pixels, analog
RGB output,8 bits/gun)installedin a personalcomputer.
Stimuliwere displayedon an analog RGB video monitor
(14” Zenith ZCM 1490 for Experiment 1, 17” Nanao
FlexScan T560i for Experiments 2 and 3, 60 Hz frame
rate, non-interlaced).

Control of motion signal. We used a dynamic dot
stimulusin which dot positionswere manipulatedso that
a motion signal of variable strength was embedded in
dynamic noise (Fig. 1) (e.g. Newsome & Par6, 1988;
Britten et al., 1992, 1993). The motion signal was
generated by randomly selecting a percentage of the dots
(“signal” dots) from each frame to be replotted at a
location shifted 0.2 deg in a single direction after a delay
of 50 msec [in Experiments 1 and 3 each dot was
extinguished during the intervening frames, as in
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previous studies (e.g. Britten et al., 1992)], yielding
apparentmotionof4 deg/sec.Theremainingdots(“noise”
dots) were replotted at random positions after the same
temporal delay, yielding dynamic noise. There were
seven signal strengthsused in these experiments,ranging
between 0.15 and 8% correlated motion.

Since signal dots were chosen at random in each
stimulus frame, individual signal dots were not visible
long enoughto be tracked by attentionor eye movements,
or to enable subjects to use dot position cues to infer
signal direction. For example, at the highest signal
strengthused in this study,the vast majorityof signaldots
appeared for only two frames within a motion sequence,
with only 0.649%of the dots expected to appear for three
frames.

Stimulus parameters and construction. Stimuli were
created in computer memory as sequences of frames for
animation. Dot positions varied across experimental
sessions.One hundred 0.1 deg-diameterdotswere drawn
in each stimulus frame so as to appear in a 6.4 deg-
diameter circular aperture at the center of the video
monitor. If a dot overlapped a previously drawn dot, the
second dot replaced the first, yielding an average density
of 184 dots deg–z see–l. Signal dot starting positions
were constrained so that motion would leave the dots
inside the aperture. One sequence of 120 frames (2 see)
was created for each of the seven signal strengths.
Rightward motion was displayed by running the anima-
tion forward, and leftward motion by running it back-
ward. Each sequencewas cyclical, and the starting frame
was chosen randomly before each trial. Backgroundwas
uniform and constantover the entire display during trials
and during inter-trial intervals. The hues and Iuminances
of the dots for different experimental conditions were
controlled by changing the RGB values of particular dot
populations. Luminance (measured with a United
Detector Technology S370 Optometer while the monitor
displayed dots of the same size and density as those used
in the experiments) are described below for each
experiment.

Experimental conditions. Two basic stimuIus config-
urationswere used: (1) in the homo-cuecondition,signal
dots were defined by the same form cues as noise dots
[Fig. l(A)]; (2) in the hetero-cue condition, signal dots
were distinguishablefrom noise dots on the basis of hue
(Experiment 1), luminance contrastpolarity (Experiment
2), or luminancecontrast amplitude (Experiment3) [Fig.
l(B)]. For some experiments, subcategoriesof these two
basic conditions defined additional conditions (see
individual Methods).

Psychophysicalprocedure

Psychometric functions for direction discrimination
were obtained using a two-alternative forced-choice
paradigm. Subjects rested their heads against a chin and
forehead rest, and were instructed to fixate a gray dot in
the center of the display before and during stimulus
presentation. Human subjects are capable of reliable
fixation under these conditions (Murphy et al., 1975).

Trials were initiated by a keyboard press by the subject
once fixationwas achieved. Stimulusdurationwas 2 see,
and the subject indicated perceived direction (left or
right) with an appropriate keyboard press at the
conclusion of each trial. Performance feedback was
provided in the form of a short beep after each incorrect
response.

The two critical independentvariables manipulated in
these experiments were: (1) the configuration of the
stimuli (hetero-cue or homo-cue conditions); and (2)
motionsignalstrength.Subjectsviewed equalnumbersof
trials of each trial type (definedby a unique combination
of the two critical independent variables) and equal
numbers of trials of leftward and rightward motion each
day,with trials of differenttypes and directionsrandomly
interleaved. Subjects were initially presented with
practice trials until performance stabilized (approxi-
mately 2 weeks for most subjects).

Data analysis
For each subject, responses to leftward and rightward

motionwere pooled to give one data point for each signal
strength of each experimental condition. The data were
plotted as the proportionof correct responsesagainst the
strength of the motion signal (96 correlation), for each
condition separately. The Simplex curve-fitting algo-
rithm (Nedler & Mead, 1965; Caceci & Cacheris, 1984)
was used to fit these psychometricdata with the function

p = 1 – o5e-(c/~)B

wherep is the proportionof correct responses,c is the %
correlationof the stimulus,a is the 70 correlationat which
threshold performance (82$%correct performance) is
achieved, and P is the slope of the curve in the region
midway between chance (50% correct) and perfect
(100% correct) performance (Weibull, 1951; Quick,
1974). This function yielded satisfactory fits (Xz:
P < 0.05) for all of the performance functions we
measured.

For each subject,we performed a statistical test, based
on that employed by Britten et al. (1992), to evaluate
whether the thresholdsfittedto the data from a given pair
of experimental conditions (e.g., the hetero-cue and
homo-cue conditions) were significantly different. For
this test we performed maximum likelihood fits of the
above function to the data from both conditions,
comparing X2from a fit that determined threshold and
slope parameters independently for the two conditions
with X2from a fit that was constrained to generate the
same thresholdfor the two conditions.If the difference in
X2exceeded the criterion value (Z2distribution,d.f. = 1,
P < 0.05) we concluded that the two conditions had
significantlydifferent thresholds.

EXPERIMENT1: HUE

A: Hue as the Sole Segmentation Cue

Experiment 1A tested directly whether segmentation
on the basis of hue aids direction discrimination. Each
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FIGURE 2. Psychometric functions measured for homochromatic (open triangles) and heterochromatic (filled circles)
conditions in Experiment 1A. Afso shown are curves of the formp = i~0.5e–(c’”)fl(see Methods) fit to the h~mochromati;
(dashedlines), andheterochromatic(solidlines) data. In each plot, a thin horizontalline is drawnthroughthresholdperformance
(+.82). Where this line intersects each psychometric function, a thin vertical line is drawn to intersect the x-axis at the
function’s thresholdsignal strength.Numberof trials per data point (N), fit thresholds(aho~oand ~he~e,o),and fit slopes (~homo
and ph.,.,.) for each subject are as follows: KH:N = 480, ~ho~o= 3.112, ~ho~o= 1.224,%,,,o = 0.496, ~tx+em= 0.909. RD:
N = 500, fxho~o= 4.254, ~ho~o= 1.731, ahe~e,o= 3.241, jij.~.,o= 1.227. LC: N = 500,” ahO~O= 3.162, /&~O= 1.161,
Uhetero= 1.835, )he~ero= 1.042. CM: N = 500, ~h~~~= 3.077, ~h~~~= 1.346, ahe~e,o—– 0.454, ~h~,~,~= 0.538. JG: N = 500,
ahomo = 6.208, ~homo= 1.964,~he~e,o= 0.454, /3he,e,0= 0.541.Each performancefunctionconsisted of responses pooled over

the last N trials per data point obtainedfor each subject.

subject’s threshold for discriminatingdirection obtained
when the signal and noise dots were the same hue was
compared with that obtained when the signal and noise
dots were different hues.

Methods

Direction discrimination performance was tested for
each of five subjects under two conditions. In the
homochromatic condition, all dots were either red or
green [Fig. l(A)]. In the heterochromatic condition,
either the signal dots were red and the noise dots were
green, or vice versa [Fig. l(B)].

The stimulus background was produced by setting all
the Zenith monitor phosphors to their lowest setting,
resulting in a gray background of luminance 0.5 cd/m2.
Each dot had a luminanceof 15 cd/m2,and was produced
by modulation of either the red or the green phosphor.
The C.I.E. chromaticity coordinates of these phosphors
were: R (0.616, 0.336), G (0.316, 0.580). Cone contrast
between the background and the dots was dominatedby
the luminance difference, so that any purely chromatic
contrasthad a negligibleinfluenceon local cone contrast.
Our calculations (see Boynton, 1986) indicate that
modulationbetween the red and green phosphorscaused

34% M and 14% L cone modulation. Mean luminance
over the stimulus aperture during trial presentation was
approximately 1 cd/m2.

To ensure that the red and green dots were not
distinguishableon the basis of luminance,we determined
equiluminance for each subject using a form of hetero-
chromatic flicker photometry in the following manner.
Subjectsviewed staticdisplaysof dots that were the same
size, density, and extent as those in a single frame of the
motion stimuli.With the luminance of the red dots fixed
at 15 cd/m2,dot hue flickeredfrom red to green at 30 EIz

while subjects adjusted the intensity of the green dots in
order to minimize perceived flicker. This procedure was
performed at least three times, and the average green
match to the 15 cd/m2 red was used for subsequent
experiments with that subject. Each subject was also
tested using a more conventionalheterochromaticflicker
photometry procedure involving a solid square, 6.4 deg
on a side, flickering from red to green at 30 Hz. This
procedureinvariablyyielded a measure of equiluminance
identical to that obtained using our modified procedure.
Subjectsfound it much easier to judge the minimalflicker
point when viewing the flickering square stimuli, and
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and heterochromatic (filled circles)
conditions with”luminance noise in Experiment IB. Also shown are curves fit to the homochromatic (dashed lines) and
heterochromatic (solid lines) data. Thin solid lines illustrate thresholds, as in Fig. 2. Number of trials per data point ($1),fit
thresholds (~hOmOand ~h~~~,~),and fit S1OPW (~h~m. and /?hete,o) for each subject are as follows: LC: N = 240, LYhOmO= 3.021,
phm = 1.090, Uhetem = 1.449,~h@e,O= 0.808. CM: N = 240, ~h~~~= 3.526, /?hc,~c,= 1.015,%c~e,o= 0.734, ~h.tem= 0.720;
JG: N=240, ahO~~= 4.529, ~hO~~= 1.738,ahe~e,o= 0.550, ~he,.,o= 0.638.Each performancefunction consisted of responses

pooled over the last N trials per data point obtained for each subject.

hence we used this procedure periodicallyto confirmthe
stability of each subject’s equiluminantpoint.

To prevent subjectsfrom forming an expectationabout
the hue of signal dots, dot hue was randomly selected by
the computer to be either red or green before each trial of
the homochromatic condition; and dot hues were
randomly selected by the computer to be either red
signal and green noise or vice versa before each trial of
the heterochromatic condition. Because pilot experi-
ments indicated that performancewas the same for red or
green signal dots, responses to these complementary
signal hues were pooled.

Results

Data from all subjects tested with the homochromatic
condition of Experiment 1A are shown in Fig. 2 (open
triangles). These data indicate that direction discrimina-
tion performance of each subject improved as motion
signal strength was increased. Thresholds for the
homochromatic condition ranged from 3.1 to 6.2%
correlation, and were within the range of psychophysical
thresholdsreported by others using similar stimuliwithin
a like paradigm (Britten et al., 1992).

Data obtained from all subjects tested with the
heterochromatic condition of Experiment 1A are also
shown in Fig. 2 (filled circles). The most conspicuous
effect of this manipulation was a leftward shift of the
psychometric function, resulting in a reduction of
threshold for direction discrimination.While the magni-
tudes of the thresholds and the threshold shifts varied
between subjects, our statistical tests revealed a sig-
nificant difference between the heterochromatic and
homochromaticthresholdsfor each subject.The decrease
in threshold varied from 1.3-fold (subject RD) to 13.7-
fold (subject JG), being on average 6.O-fold.

B: Hue with Luminance Noise

In spite of our efforts to eliminate all but chromatic
cues to distinguishsignal and noise dots, dots of different
hue might have induced slight luminance differences on
the retina, stemmingfrom small errors in our determina-
tion of equiluminanceand/or from chromatic aberrations
introduced by the cornea and lens of the eye. If the red
and green dots were not equiluminant, the changes in
thresholds observed in Experiment 1A might be due to
differences in luminance, rather than hue, of the signal
and noise dots. To investigate this possibility we tested
three subjectsin Experiment IB, in which the stimuli and
task were identical to those used in Experiment 1A with
the exception that luminance noise was added to mask
consistent luminance differences between the red and
green dots. If the threshold reductions found in Experi-
ment 1A were a consequence of the ability to discrimi-
nate dotpopulationson the basis of luminance,we should
find no difference between thresholdsfor the homochro-
matic and heterochromaticconditionsin Experiment IB.

Methods

Luminance noise was introducedby randomly assign-
ing one-thirdof the dots to be 12.5 cd/m2,a second third
of the dots to be 15.0 cd/m2,and the final third of the dots
to be 17.5 cd/m2. Values were reassigned with each
temporal frame of the display. The decreases and
increases resulted in dot luminance of ~ 17% relative
to the dot luminancein Experiment1A (while leaving the
mean luminance over the stimulus aperture unchanged).
The resulting maximum luminance difference among
dots of one hue was at least as great as that expected
between dots of different hues in Experiment 1A on the
basis of chromatic aberrations (Flitcroft, 1989). These
luminancevariationswere readily detectedwhen viewing
the stimuli, and effectively masked any unintended
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heteropolar-Sdark (dotted lines) data. Thin solid lines illustrate thresholds, as in Fig. 2. If two functions had statistically
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Number of trials per data point (N), fit thresholds(~hO~o.b@~,%,xno.d.,k>~heter..shrigh~,and %ewo.scl,,k)>and fit slopes (~homo-
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– 3660, ~hO~O.b@h~= 1.162,Sdark = 1.251. Mc: N = 100> ‘homo-bright — . ~homo.dark = 3.804, flhO~O.&,k= 0.989, ah.t.,O.
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b,ight= 1.033, ~~O~O.da,k= 2.292, ~hO~O.&,k= 1.056,ahe@rO.sbr@~= 0.507, ~h.~erO.sb@h~= 0.988, ahete~o.sda~k= 0.786, ~hetero-

Sdark = 0.992. Each performancefunction consisted of responsespooled over the last N trials per data point obtained for each
subject.

luminance differencesbetween dots of differenthues. To
ensure that these luminance ranges were perceptually
equivalent for the red and green dots, we used the two
methodsof heterochromaticflickerphotometrydescribed
above to determine, for each subject, the setting of the
green gun necessary to match each of the three
photometrically-definedluminance of the red gun.

Results

Data obtained in Experiment IB are illustrated in Fig.
3. For the homochromatic condition (open triangles),
subjects’ ability to discriminatedirection improved with
increasing motion signal strength. Thresholds ranged
from 3.0 to 4.5% correlation—withinthe range seen in
Experiment IA—indicating that the addition of lumi-
nance noise did not alter the capacity to discriminate
global motion. The addition of a chromatic cue to
distinguish signal dots facilitated direction discrimina-
tion, as shown by the leftward shifts of the psychometric
functions obtained under the heterochromatic condition
(filled circles). Statistical tests revealed significant
differencesbetween the thresholdsfor the two conditions
for all three subjects.Moreover, the thresholdreductions
seen were similar in magnitudeto those seen for the same
subjects in Experiment 1A.

These results show that the facilitation of direction
discrimination persists despite random conspicuous
fluctuations of dot luminance. On the basis of these
results, we feel confident that the threshold reductions

observed in Experiment 1A can only be attributed to the
intended hue differencesbetween signal and noise dots.

EXPERIMENT2: LUMINANCECONTRAST
POLARITY

Experiment2 testedwhether segmentationon the basis
of contrast polarity (increment vs decrement in lumi-
nance relative to the background) aids direction dis-
crimination.Since dots of oppositecontrastpolarity pop-
out relative to each other (Theeuwes & Kooi, 1994)---as
do red and green dots—we expected to find that
differentiating signal and noise dots by polarity would
elicit an improvement in discrimination performance
comparableto that seen with the chromatic segmentation
cue in Experiment 1.

Methods

Direction discrimination performance was tested for
each of three subjects under four conditions: (1) both
signal and noise dots defined by positive contrast, and
thus brighter than background [homopolar-brightcondi-
tion; Fig. l(A)]; (2) both signal and noise dots definedby
negative contrast, and thus darker than background
[lzornopolar-darkcondition; Fig. l(A)]; (3) signal dots
defined by positive contrast and noise dots defined by
negative contrast [heteropolar-Sbrightcondition; Fig.
l(B)]; and (4) signal dots defined by negative contrast
and noise dots definedby positive contrast [heteropolar-
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Sdark condition; Fig. l(B)]. The two homopolar condi-
tions are analogousto the homochromaticcondition,and
the two heteropolar conditions are analogous to the
heterochromatic condition of Experiment 1, except that
we analyzed the bright-signal and dark-signal data
separately.

Only the green phosphorof the Nanao displaymonitor
was modulated in this experiment; the red and blue
phosphors were set to their lowest settings. For all four
configurations,the background luminancewas 10 cd/m2,
the luminance of bright dots was 20 cd/m2, and the
luminance of dark dots was 5 cd/m2. Thus, both bright
and dark dots were of 33’%0Michelsoncontrast relative to
the background. Despite the fact that the proportions of
bright and dark dots varied with signal strength and
stimulus condition, mean luminance over the stimulus
aperture during trial presentation was dominated by the
background and was approximately 10 cdlm2.

In order to compensatefor the greater sensitivityof the
OFF than the ON pathway to temporal flicker (Magnus-
sen & Glad, 1975; White et aZ.,1980), we removed the
flickerassociatedwith the absence of each dot during the
intervalbetween its original appearanceand its displaced
reappearance. This was achieved by increasing the
duration of each stimulus frame from 17 to 50 msec
and removing the two frames interspersed between the
first and second appearances of each signal dot. These
changes rendered our stimuli more similar to those in a
related study (Edwards & Badcock, 1994; see below),
which did not have dot inter-stimuIusintervals and with
which we wished to compare/contrastour results.

Results
Data obtained from the homopolar conditions are

shown in Fig. 4 (empty triangles and squares). For each
subject, thresholds for both the homopolar-bright and
homopolar-dark conditions were statistically indistin-
guishable. These thresholds ranged from 2.2 to 3.8%
correlation—within the expected range—indicatingthat
neither elevation of the background luminance (relative
to that used in Experiment 1), nor use of luminance
decrements to define the dots, nor elimination of dot
flicker altered the capacity to discriminatedirection.

Data from the heteropolarconditionsare also shownin
Fig. 4 (filledcircles and stars). There was a leftward shift
of the psychometricfunctionsfor all subjects,resultingin
statistically significant decreases in thresholds for
heteropolar relative to homopolar conditions. Subject
LC’S performance for the heteropokir conditions was
independentof signal dot polarity. Differentiatingsignal
and noise dots by contrast polarity elicited a 4.6-fold
improvement in direction discriminationby this subject.
For the other subjects the differentheteropolarconditions
elicited slightly different performance: there was an
average 3.2-fold decrease in threshold for the Sdark
condition, and a 5.3-fold decrease for the Sbright
condition. Averaging across all conditions and subjects,
we found a 4.3-fold decrease in threshold when signal
and noise dots were distinguishedby contrast polarity.

Edwards & Badcock (1994) independentlyadopted an
approach similar to ours in order to investigatewhether
dots of oppositecontrastpolarity contributeto a common
motion pathway. These investigatorsfound that negative
contrast noise dots were as effective as positive ones at
masking motion signal carried by positive contrast dots.
This result seems to contradictour findingthat segmenta-
tion of negativenoise from positive signal dots decreases
the masking of the motion signal. In evaluating this
discrepancy,it is important to note that the Edwards and
Badcock experiment differed from ours in three im-
portant respects. Firstly, the Edwards and Badcock
stimulus did not incorporate a unique association
between distinguishing-cueand signal/noiseassignment
(i.e., some noise dots were the same polarity and some
were the opposite polarity as signal dots). The distin-
guishing-cue and signallnoise assignment were always
uniquely associated in our experiments. Secondly,
Edwards and Badcock used a stimulus duration of
400 msec, as opposed to our 2000 msec. Thirdly,
Edwards and Badcock equated the Weber contrasts
(defined as AL/L~,where AL is the difference between
the dot and the background luminance, and Lb is the
background luminance) of their dots, while we equated
the Michelson contrasts [defined as AL/(Lm,,+ Lmin),
where L~,X and L~in are the dot and background
luminance, with L~,X being the brighter and L~in the
dimmer of the two values]. Because L~.X +Lmin is
smaller for decrementsthan increments, a smaller ALfor
dark dots is required in order to equate Michelson
contrast to that of bright dots.

The first two proceduraldifferencesdo not account for
the different results:we have repeated the manipulations
of our Experiment 2 using 400 msec presentation times
and using noise dot populations with mixed polarities.
Neither change altered the basic result. The key
difference between the two studies appears to be the
relative contrasts of the positive and negative dots.
Equating Weber contrasts, as Edwards and Badcock did,
results in the negative polarity dots having a greater
Michelson contrast than the positive dots. Because
perceived contrast covaries with Michelson contrast
(Burkhardt et al., 1984; Whittle, 1986), negative dots
are perceivedas havinggreatercontrastthan positivedots
of equivalent Weber contrast. The greater perceptual
salience thus associated with the negative dots in the
Edwards and Badcock study enabled them to partially
mask the positivecontrastdots, which carried the motion
signal.The outcomeof this maskingwas the reductionof
any benefit that might have been afforded by polarity-
based segmentationof the dots.

The negative and positive contrast dots in our study,
though of opposite polarity with respect to the back-
ground, were of the same Michelson contrast and thus
had approximately the same perceived contrast. Our
finding of approximately equivalent enhancement of
direction discrimination for both heteropolar conditions
with dots of equal perceived contrasts reveals the
potentialimportanceof perceptualsalience in influencing
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FIGURE 5. Psychometric functions measured for homoluminant(open triangles), heteroluminant-Sbright(filled circles), and
heteroluminant-Sdim(filled stars) conditions in Experiment3. Also shown are curves fit to the homoluminant(dashed lines),
heteroluminant-Sbright(solid lines), and heteroluminant-Sdim(dotted lines) data. Thin solid lines illustrate thresholds, as in
Fig. 2. For subjects MC and JG, performancenever reached thresholdfor the heteroluminant-Sdimcondition.Numberof trials
per data point (N), fit thresholds (~homo,~~e~e~o.sbI&h~,and ahe,e,o.sdi~),and fit dopes(Bhmno,~hetero-Sbright, and ~hetero-%+im) for

—1.377, ~b.~.rO.sb@t= 1.391, ~hetero.each subject are as follows: LC: N = 100, ctho~~= 2.201, ~ho~o= 1.582, uhetero.st@h~—
sdi~= 6.902, ~h~&,O.sdi~= 2.511. MC: N = 100, &h.mO= 2.939, flhomo= 1.048, ahc~c,O.sb@~= 2.027, /?he~erO.sb,@~= 0.924;
JG: N = 100,~b.~O= 3.953,~homo= 0.826, ~he~e~o.sb,@~= 1.755,~he~ero.s~righ~= 0.861.Each perfOI’tIMnCe functionconsisted

of responses pooled over the last N trials per data point obtained for each subject.

the integration of signal and noise motion tokens—a
connectionwe explorein Experiment3. Additionally,our
results show that when perceptual contrast is equated,
distinguishingsignal and noise dots by contrast polarity
enhances direction discrimination, in support of our
original hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT3: LUMINANCECONTRAST
AMPLITUDE

The results of Experiment 2 highlight the importance
of the relative perceptual contrast amplitude,or salience,
of signal and noise dots to their contribution to motion
processing. In order to demonstrate this effect explicitly
we performed Experiment 3, in which signal and noise
dots were both defined by positive contrast with respect
to the background but were distinguishedby luminance
amplitude.

Differentiating signal and noise dots by luminance
amplitude has two consequences, which we anticipated
would have either convergent or opposing influenceson
direction discrimination. First, if the generality of our
hypothesis is correct, distinguishing signal and noise
populations by any popout cue—including sufficient
luminance differences (Nagy & Sanchez, 1992)-should
weigh in favor of direction discriminationperformance.
Second, if both signal and noise dots are brighter (or
darker) than background, the luminance differences
between the dots correspond to differences in contrast
amplitude. This may translate to a difference in
perceptual salience, which, as we have seen from
Experiment 2, will in turn affect direction discrimination
performance. Thus, when signal dots are sufficiently

brighter than noise dots, these two factors should work
together to facilitate direction discrimination:signal and
noise dots shouldbe grouped separately,and signal dots’
greater contrast relative to the background should render
them more salient. On the other hand, when signal dots
are sufficientlydimmer than noise dots, the two factors
should work in opposition:while signal and noise dots
should be grouped separately, signal dots should be less
salient than noise dots. If relative salience of the dots has
a strong effect on performance, direction discrimination
for this condition may be less facilitated than for the
bright signal condition-or perhaps even degraded
relative to the homo-cue condition.

Methods

Direction discrimination performance was tested for
each of three subjects under three conditions: (1) signal
and noise dots the same luminance [homoluminant
condition;Fig. l(A)]; (2) signal dots brighter than noise
dots [heteroluminant-Sbr-ightcondition; Fig. l(B)]; and
(3) signal dots dimmer than noise dots [heteroluminant-
Sdim condition;Fig. l(B)].

The backgroundwas producedby settingall the Nanao
monitor phosphors to their lowest setting, resulting in a
gray background of 0.5 cd/m2. Dots were produced by
modulationof the green phosphor. In the homoluminant
condition,all dots were 10 cd/m2.In the heteroluminant-
Sbright condition, the signal dots were 17.5 cd/m2 and
the noisedotswere 10 cd/m2.In the heteroluminant-Sdim
condition, the signal dots were 2.5 cd/m2 and the noise
dots were 10 cd/m2.The luminance of the dimmest dots
in this experiment was approximately 20 times that
required for detection of an increment on a 0.5 cd/m2
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background (see Walraven et al., 1990). The difference
between the dot luminance in the heteroluminant-
Sbright condition was approximately five times the
discriminationthreshold,and in the heteroluminant-Sdim
conditionwas approximately23 times the discrimination
threshold (Whittle, 1986). Despite the fact that the
proportions of bright and dim dots varied with signal
strength and stimulus condition, mean luminance over
the stimulus aperture during trial presentation did not
vary appreciably, and was approximately 1 cd/m2.

Results

Results obtained in Experiment 3 are shown in Fig. 5.
Thresholds for the homoluminant condition (empty
triangles) varied from 2.2 to 4.070 correlation, within
the expected range for homo-cue configurations.When
signal dots were brighter than noise dots performance of
all subjects improved, as is evident from the leftward
shifts of the psychometric functions obtained for the
heteroluminant-Sbright condition (filled circles). Our
statistical tests revealed significant differences between
the homoluminantand heteroluminant-Sbrightconditions
for all three subjects. The average threshold reduction
was 1.7-fold. However, relative to the homoluminant
conditions, subjects were poorer at discriminating
direction when signal dots were dimmer than noise dots
(heteroluminant-Sdim condition; filled stars). In fact,
only the most experienced subject (LC) was able to
reliably discriminatesignal directionat the highestsignal
strength in this condition; the other subjectswere unable
to do so for any of the signal strengthsused.

The effects observed in Experiment 3 are different
from those seen in the previous experiments in two
respects. Firstly, the average thresholddecrease obtained
in the heteroluminant-Sbright condition (1.7-fold) was
smaller than that in Experiment 1 (6.O-fold)or 2 (4.3-
fold). This is surprising;if a generalizedgroupingprocess
influences motion processing and if the luminance
differences used were sufficient to elicit segmentation
of the two dot populations,we should find approximately
equal facilitation for the hetero-cue stimuli in all the
experiments.Secondly,when the signal dots had a lower
luminance contrast amplitude than the noise dots,
performance was degraded relative to that for the
homoluminantcondition—an effect that was never seen
in Experiments 1 and 2.

The most parsimonious explanation of these differ-
ences from our previous results is that performance in
Experiment 3 was less influencedby grouping processes
than it was by the relative perceptual salience of the
signal and noise dots. While we do not have direct
evidence concerning whether our heteroluminant signal
and noise dots were grouped separately by the visual
system, hints come from studies of how luminance
differences affect visual search. Nagy and Sanchez
(1992) found that popout occurred regardlessof whether
targetswere brighteror dimmer than distracters,provided
the luminance difference was sufficientlylarge. Interest-
ingly, the Iuminance difference in our heteroluminant-

Sdim condition exceeded that which elicited popout in
the Nagy and Sanchez search task, but that was not the
case for our heteroluminant-Sbright condition. While
stimulus and task differences preclude confidentpredic-
tions from the Nagy and Sanchez result, the facilitation
found for the heteroluminant-Sbrightcondition may not
have been due to segmentation of the two dot popula-
tions, but rather to the increased perceptual salience of
the signal relative to the noise dots. Similarly, the
degraded performance for the heteroluminant-Sdim
condition may have resulted from the decreased percep-
tual salience of the signal relative to the noise dots.

This interpretation can be easily understood by
considering that many early visual neurons would be
differentially modulated by the luminance contrast
amplitudesused in Experiment3 (e.g. Kaplan & Shapley,
1986; Sclar et al., 1990). A directional mechanism
integrating neuronal responses to the dots in, for
example, the heteroluminant-Sdimconditionwould have
received stronger input about each noise dot than about
each signal dot, and the stronger noise input would be a
more effective mask of the weaker signal input than if
signal and noise had the same contrast amplitude.

DISCUSSION

We have investigated how image segmentation con-
tributes to motion processing, using a stimulus in which
populationsof dots with different motion properties are
distinguishedby each of several form cues. The resultsof
Experiments1 and 2 showthat directiondiscriminationis
enhancedwhen coherentlymoving dots are distinguished
either by hue or by luminance contrast polarity from
randomlymovingdots,with thresholdsdecreasingby, on
average, a factor of five.The resultsof Experiment2 also
highlight the importance of matching the relative
perceived contrast amplitude, or salience, of the signal
and noise dots in hetero-cuestimuli,a point that is further
emphasizedby the results of Experiment 3.

Our findingsin Experiment 1 add to a growing list of
demonstrated interactions between color and motion
processing—alist that includes the perception of move-
ment of forms against equiluminant backgrounds (e.g.,
Lindsey & Teller, 1990; Cavanagh & Anstis, 1991;
Palmer et al., 1993), the use of hue as a motion
correspondencecue (e.g., Saito et al., 1989; Dobkins &
Albright, 1993, 1994;Gegenfurtneret al., 1994), the use
of hue to resolve motion ambiguities(e.g., Green, 1989;
Papathomas et al., 1991), the use of hue to segregate
drifting plaid components (e.g. Krauskopf & Farell,
1990; Kooi et al., 1992), and the appearance of motion
aftereffects contingent upon hue and vice versa (e.g.
Stromeyer & Mansfield, 1970; Favreau et al., 1972;
Mullen & Baker, 1985). The phenomenon we have
uncovered is unique (see also thesis work by Moller,
1992) in utilizing the process of image segmentation,
which can be mediated by many form cues.

In the remainder of the Discussion we address these
results in the context of two possible mechanisms that
might mediate the observed contribution of form
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FIGURE 6. Diagrams of two alternative mechanisms that can account for the observed influence of form cues on motion
processing.The flow of informationis from the bottom,where a retinal image of randomlypositioneddots is depicted, to the
top. (A) The hypothesizedpost-motionweightingmechanism.Two cue-specificmotion detectors each receive input signaling
the positionsof tokensdefinedby a particularcue. The cue-specificmotionsignalsoutputfrom these detectors are weighted(on
the basis of attention and task demands)and summedto determinethe final direction signal. (B) The hypothesizedpre-motion
weighting mechanism. The distinguishing feature of this mechanism is that cue-specific weighting occurs before motion
extraction. Information about positions of tokens defined by two different cues is segregated into cue-specific groups on the
basis of form segmentation processes. Signals about each segregated group are weighted (on the basis of attention and task
demands)and then summedbefore servingas inputto a motiondetector.Althoughthe motiondetector is not itself selective for
any particular cue, it providesa direction signal that is influencedby the relative weights applied to the two cues. In this figure
“O-l” represents the range of weights that can be applied to a cue; the weight applied to signals aboutblack dots in the retinal
image is greater than that applied to gray dots, as is representedby the thicker lines for the weighted signals about black dots.

segmentation cues such as hue and contrast polarity to
motion processing.We also considerthe relevanceof our
findings to recent neurophysiologicalstudies of cortical
motion detectors.

Two alternative mechanisms

The simplest mechanisms that can account for the
observed influence of segmentation cues on direction
discrimination are of two types, diagramed in Fig. 6.
Both typesutilize differentialweightingof signalsarising
from different image sources,but differ in terms of when
this weighting occurs relative to the stage of motion
processing. The particular implementation of motion
detectors is not critical; any detector that computes a
spatiotemporal cross-correlationacross different regions
of the retinal imagewill suffice(e.g. Reichardt,1961;van
Santen & Sperling, 1984;Adelson & Bergen, 1985).

Figure 6(A) illustrates the hypothesized “post-motion
weighting” mechanism as two motion detectors, each
receiving input about the positionsof one of two kinds of
image featurespresent in the retinal image depictedat the

bottom of the figure. These features are defined by two
differentvaluesalongsomestimulusdimensionunrelated
to motion (such as red and green hues), symbolized as
gray and black dots, respectively. This architecture
enables the independentencoding of motions of features
definedby differentcues. A finalstage then integratesthe
outputs of the separate motion detectors, weighted by
attention and/or task demands, to achieve a representa-
tion of global stimulus motion. Referring back to our
original example of tracking people moving through a
crowd, a pathway selectivefor motion of forms reflecting
long-wavelengthlightwould respondto motionof the red
hats but would be unaffected by attire of other hues, and
signals from this pathway would weigh more heavily in
processing the motion of the target individuals.

Figure 6(B) illustrates the hypothesized “pre-motion
weighting” mechanism. According to this scheme, a
generalizedimage segmentationstageweights inputs to a
motion detector that is not selective for particular form
cues. Unlike the post-motion weighting mechanism,
signals about each segmented group of tokens are
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representedseparatelyand are weighted by attentionand/
or task demands prior to motion detection.The weighted
signalsare summed and conveyedto the motiondetector,
which renders a representationof globalstimulusmotion.
Referring again to our example, grouping of the target
individuals on the basis of their red hats would allow
them to be segregated from the rest of the crowd. The
weighting process would selectively enhance signals
about this group, and the enhanced signal would weigh
more heavily in motion processing.

To appreciate the difference between these two
mechanisms, consider the computation of the signal
delivered by each. The outputs of the two mechanisms
can be expressed as

~PO~~= 7A~~(~A,NA) + yB“‘(&3,NB)

Dpre= M(TASA, TANA, TBSB, TEWB),

where D is the output (related to performance on the
direction discrimination task used in our experiments),
postand Pre indicate the two alternative mechanisms, ~ is
the motion computation (influenced by the direction of
coherent motion, the directional selectivity of the
detector, and the motion energy algorithm),S and N are
proportions of signal and noise dot pairs, respectively,
and y is a weighting factor. The subscripts A and EI
indicate parameters associated with two segmentable
values of a form cue. In the case where the motion
computation, M, perfectly reflects the signal strength,
these equationsbecome:

‘pOst=’A”(sA~NA)+yB”(sB~NB)
DP,. = VA “ SA + ?fB “ SB

TA(SA + NA) + TB(SB + NB) ‘

While SA,NA,S~, and NB are quantities associatedwith
the retinal SthUhIS, ~A and ~Btake on different W]U13S

depending on attentional states and/or task demands.
By appropriateadjustmentof the weightingfactors, ~A

and yB,both mechanisms can account for the results of
our experiments. However, the two mechanisms make
differentpredictionsfor other stimulusconditions,which
can be readily tested (Croner and Albright, in prepara-
tion). Below, we consider other grounds for judging the
credibility of the two hypothesizedmechanisms.

Arguments against thepost-motion weightinghypothesis
At least two argumentslimit the credibilityof the post-

motion weighting mechanism. The first is the combina-
torial problem associatedwith the presumedgeneralityof
the effects we have observed. Specifically, improved
directiondiscriminationoccurswhen signal and noise are
distinguishedby a variety of cues besides those we have
tested here—including other hue pairs, as well as
different textures and binocular disparities (Croner and
Albright, unpublishedobservations).Extending the logic
of the post-motion weighting mechanism leads to the
conjecturethat there are independentmotionchannelsfor
each of these cues. Even allowingfor coarse codingalong

each cue dimension, the combinatorial problem of
crossing cues with motion detectors is formidable in
neuronal terms.

The second—and perhaps the stronger—argument
against the post-motion weighting mechanism is that it
is inconsistentwith known neuronal responseproperties.
To date, there is little evidence for single neurons with
the requisite conjunctionof selectivities for direction of
motion and non-motion cues. This type of joint
selectivity is particularly inconsistent with known
response properties of neurons in the middle temporal
visual area (area MT), which is likely to contributeto the
perception of these stimuli (Newsome et al., 1989;
Britten et al., 1992). Rather than showing selectivity for
non-motion cues, directionally selective MT neurons
have the same preferred direction regardless of the cues
that define the moving tokens, a property termed “form-
cue invariance” (Albright, 1992; Stoner & Albright,
1993). These neurons therefore do not have the
characteristics required of motion detectors in the post-
motion weighting mechanism.

Considerationof thepre-motion weighting hypothesis

The essential characteristic of the hypothesized pre-
motionweightingmechanismis that segmentationon the
basis of form cues influencesmotion processing without
requiring that the motion detectors themselves be
selective for particular form cues. In addition to being a
more economical solutionto the problem of dynamically
pairing each of many form cues with motion directional
output, this mechanism is consistent with the observed
form-cue invarianceof directionallyselective neurons in
cortical area MT.

In contrastwith the post-motionweightingmechanism,
the pre-motion weighting scheme predicts that inputs to
motion detectors should be influenced by attention.
Hence, responsesof motion detectors themselves should
vary as attention is directed to specificmoving features.
This is consistent with recent reports of attentional
modulationof activityin area MT and otherparietal areas
(e.g., Bura~as & Albright, 1995; Treue & Maunsell,
1995).The inclusion of attentionalmodulation of inputs
to motion detectors suggests that this mechanism could
also mediate third-order “attention-based” motion pro-
cessing, which has been hypothesizedto enable tracking
of features despite the absence of first- or second-order
motion cues in the retinal image (e.g., Cavanagh, 1992;
Lu & Sperling, 1995). In the application of the pre-
motion weighting mechanism to our study, however,
attention acts to enhance signals about a subset of the
first-ordermotion cues present in the stimulus.

Implicationsfor physiological studies of cortical motion
detectors

Stimuli like our homo-cue stimulihave been usedin a
revealing series of studies of cortical motion processing
(Newsome et al., 1989;Britten et al., 1992; Celebrini &
Newsome, 1994). These studies showed that monkeys
discriminatingdirection in homo-cue stimuli had perfor-
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mance thresholdslike those obtainedfor human subjects.
When recording from cortical areas MT and MST
(medial superior temporal cortex) while monkeys
performed the task, Newsome and colleagues found that
directionaldiscriminationby individualneuronscovaried
with behavioral performance. Simultaneously obtained
neuronal and behavioral thresholdswere nearly identical
in many cases. These results suggestthat the responsesof
such neurons may form the basis for the perceptual
decision. If that is true, manipulations that alter
perceptual performance on the task (such as segmenting
signal from noise) should be associatedwith measurable
changes in direction discrimination by the underlying
population of neurons. Failure to find such changes
would suggest that altering the stimulus conditions has
caused performanceto rely upon informationprovidedby
a different neuronal population or code. Studies to
explore these possibilities are in progress in our
laboratory (see Croner & Albright, 1995, 1996).

Conclusions

Similarity of visual features along a single cue
dimension can indicate that they are parts of the same
or related objects, even if the features are disparately
placed in a complex scene. This grouping can assist in
determining other qualities that are common to the
groupedfeatures.We thereforeexpectthat differentiation
of a stimulus along one cue dimension will influence
differentiation along other cue dimensions. In the
experiments described here, we studied such cue
interactionsby investigatinghow segmentationof signal
from noise by form cues in a stochastic motion display
influences discrimination of motion signals. Our ap-
proach can be expanded to address interactionsbetween
cues besides the oneswe have studiedhere, and promises
to be useful in investigating the neuronal mechanisms
that mediate the integration of information provided by
different cues.
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